As one moves to the outer electron /one, it i.-. apparent that a third spatial coordinate is needed for the region above ;< H % even for long-term, tune-averaged (luxe-.. Although it is understood distortions of the internal geomagnetic field are produced t>\ the ring, magnetopause, and geomagnetic tail currents, a mote physically meanmglXil coordinate system using these external fields is not practical nor »ere there good external Held models available in the early days, of modeling this environment. In addition, nonadiabatic time variations of the partiele fluxes (discussed later> are known to dominate the region above J H , i on'nui.il and discrete ilux increases following magnetic storms to distance^ as lov» as I. .< It p I'clude the use ol external field models ti< order the trapped fluxes ell'ectivelx.
The thud spatial cordmate adopted f»>r model work has l^een Uval tune, since it is the best one to account for the distorted magnetic field »ith respect to the sunward and anti-sunward asymmetry, »hich alters particle motion over a much larger volume of space than that »here longitude is a better third spatial coordinate. Since the dominant use of the trapped radiation models has been for satellites »huh orbit • i a.
• Hetuming to electron detectors, it has been our experience that the interpretation of threshold detectors by various investigators in terms of quantitative flux levels is somewhat inconsistent. This inconsistency can range up to a factor of four in terms of the absolute value of flux in certain regions of space. However, whenever the energy response curve has been available to us, this difficulty has been removed by folding the final model spectrum with the response curves in a consistent manner to determine what the proper conversion factor from counting rate to flux should be. For the higher energy threshold detectors this factor is spectrum dependent, therefore, it is also spatially de(>endent. (if course we have had no valid way of establishing the accuracy of the energy response curves provided along with the particle data. Therefore, the final flux values for the models are a subjective best estimate. However, it has been our practice to illustrate (pp ti0-t!3>. The spectrum hanlens during the storm enhancements, the total energetic electron content increases by factors of 3 to J> for higher I. values of thi t region, «Uh much smaller effects in the heart of the mnoi .
•one. These enhancements are observable for 2-3 months and are definitely discrete events.
Because the frequency of these inner /one events is no more than one to three a year, their effects cannot be handled «ell on a statistical basts. The quie. Ainckler. There is another characteristic that can be noted in Figure 9 ; the yearly averages for the electrons above 3. 9 MeV exhibit a stochastic change that is about a fai tor of 3. Consequently, an inherent error in these more energetic electrons. Looking beyond the present analysis, the energetic particle data that will become available lor modeling are shown in Table J 
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